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Abstract: - Probability of bit-error Per performance of asynchronous direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) wireless communication systems employing the generalized detector (GD) constructed based
on the generalized approach to signal processing in noise is analyzed. The effects of pulse shaping, quadriphase
or direct sequence quadriphase shift keying (DS-QPSK) spreading, aperiodic spreading sequences are considered in DS-CDMA based on GD and compared with the coherent Neyman-Pearson receiver. An exact probability
of error Per expression and several approximations, namely, one using the characteristic function method, a simplified expression for the improved Gaussian approximation (IGA) and the simplified improved Gaussian approximation are derived. Under conditions typically satisfied in practice and even with a small number of interferers, the standard Gaussian approximation (SGA) for the multiple-access interference component of the GD test
statistic and the probability of error Per performance is shown to be accurate. Moreover, the IGA is shown to reduce to the SGA for pulses with zero excess bandwidth. Second, the GD probability of error Per performance of
quadriphase DS-CDMA is shown to be superior to that of bi-phase DS-CDMA. Numerical examples by Monte
Carlo simulation are presented to illustrate the GD probability of error Per performance for square-root raisedcosine pulses and spreading factors of moderate to large values. Superiority of GD employment in CDMA sysems over the Neyman-Pearson receiver is demonstrated.

Key-Words: - Generalized detector, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), probability of bit-error, pulse shaping, generalized approach to signal processing (GASP), code division multiple-access, direct-sequence quadriphase shift-keying spreading.
The pseudo noise sequences are modeled as random,
independent, and identically distributed (i.i.d.) binary sequences [1], [3]. We focus on the analysis of
pulse shaping in wireless communication systems
that is very important under designing process. The
pulse shaping influences a spectral efficiency and
reduces out-of-band radio emissions. Firstly, its relevance was mentioned in [4]. In the majority cases,
the effect of bandwidth-efficient pulse shaping by
using the pulses of one-chip period duration, in particularly, the rectangular pulse, is neglected [5]–[9].
This approach simplifies the framework for the probability of error Per analysis and can lead to overly
optimistic estimates for the probability of error Per
performance of band-limited systems using the di-

1 Introduction
We study the probability of error Per performance of
band-limited quadriphase direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (QDS-CDMA) wireless communication systems. The considered wireless communication systems have asynchronous users, pulse
shaping, direct-sequence quadriphase phase-shiftkeying (DS-QPSK) spreading and aperiodic spreading sequences or random spreading [1]. The uplink
of the wide-band-CDMA system [2] that uses the
square-root raised cosine (Sqrt-RC) pulse of 22%
excess bandwidth, DS-QPSK spreading and long
pseudo noise sequences is an example of QDSCDMA system.
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rect-sequence binary phase shift keying (DS-BPSK)
spreading [10].

The simplified improved Gaussian approximation
that has a complexity on par with that of standard
Gaussian approximation is derived. Numerical examples with Monte Carlo simulation show the accuracy of the standard Gaussian approximation for
QDS-CDMA with GD wireless communication systems given pulse shapes of small excess bandwidth
and spreading factors (the chip-rate to bit-rate ratio)
of moderate to large values.

DS-CDMA systems with band-limited pulse shapes
and DS-BPSK spreading are referred to as BCDMA. Previous study of the probability of error
Per for QDS-CDMA [11]–[13] assumes a simple
and widely used standard Gaussian approximation
[6], [7] that models the multiple-access interference
(MAI) generated by the signals of many users as a
Gaussian random process. The difficulty with the
standard Gaussian approximation is its tendency to
break down and return the over-optimistic probability of error Per results for many systems with either a
small number of users or a small number of highpowered users that was observed both for systems
with DS-BPSK or DS-QPSK spreading using rectangular pulses [3], [5]–[8], [14] and both for BCDMA [15]–[18].

2 System Model
The QDS-CDMA system model consists of K  1
asynchronous users in the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel. This section describes the
modelling of the received signal, coherent GD, and
bit decision statistic based on DS-QPSK spreading
with pulse shaping. An arbitrary user is designated
as the desired user and indexed as user 0.

2.1 Received signal
The received signal can be presented in the following form

In contrast to [1], [12], [13], an accurate analysis of
the probability of error Per performance of QDSCDMA was done in [11].Though its focus was on
the design of optimum chip waveforms for QDSCDMA, it used a more accurate method of the probability of error Per analysis based on the improved
Gaussian approximation or conditional Gaussian approximation for pulses time-limited to one-chip period [19]. We study the probability of error Per performance for the case of employment of the generalized detector (GD) constructed based on the generalized approach to signal processing in noise [20]–
[25].

K

x(t )   s ( k ) (t )  w(t )

for    t   . The second term w(t ) is the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with a two-sided power spectral density of 0.5N 0 . The first term is the
sum of the received signals from each user.
The DS-QPSK signal of user k can be expressed as
s ( k ) (t )  Pk [ s I (t ) cos(c t   k )  sQ sin( c t   k )] ,

We assume that the standard Gaussian approximation can serve as an accurate one under conditions typically satisfied in practice. The improved Gaussian
approximation can be reduced to the standard one
for pulses with zero excess bandwidth. It is shown
that the probability of error Per performance of QDSCDMA with GD is superior or equivalent to the BCDMA with GD case. This result is consistent with
a similar finding in [9] which was restricted to pulses (such as the rectangular pulse) of one-chip period. An exact probability of error Per formula for
QDS-CDMA with GD is derived according to the
characteristic function method described in [8] for
pulses of one-chip period and in [15] and [16] for
general pulse shapes with DS-BPSK spreading. More tractable formula for the improved Gaussian approximation that simplifies greatly for pulses with
small excess bandwidth is presented.
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(1)

k 0

(2)
where c and  k  [0,2 ) represent, respectively, the
carrier frequency in radians and carrier phase offset
of user k relative to that of user 0; the in-phase (I)
and quadrature-phase (Q) baseband signals are, respecttively


x I (t ) 

 b(nk/)N  n( I ,k ) q(t   k  nTc )
n  
(k )

;

(3)



xQ (t ) 

 b(nk/) N  n(Q, k ) q(t   k  nTc )
n  
(k )

.

(4)

The bits bi( k )  {1} of user k are transmitted at a rate
of 1 / Tb( k ) over both the I and Q branches. The floor
function  y  returns the integer portion of a real nu-
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front end that can be presented, for example, as bandpass filters, namely, the PF with the impulse response hPF (τ ) and the AF with the impulse response
hAF (τ ) . For simplicity of analysis, we think that these filters have the same amplitude-frequency responses and bandwidths. Moreover, AF resonant frequency is detuned relative to PF resonant frequency on
such a value that signal cannot pass through the AF
(on a value that is higher the signal bandwidth).
Thus, the signal and noise can be appeared at the PF
output and the only noise is appeared at the AF output.

mber y. The spreading factor N (k ) is the chip-rate
1 Tc to bit-rate ratio. The terms  n( I ,k ) and  n(Q ,k ) represent, respectively, the chips of long pseudo noise
sequences used to direct-sequence spread the bits in
the in-phase and quadrature branches. The pseudo
noise sequence of each user and in each branch is
modeled as i.i.d. random sequence with the probabilities [1], [6]
P [ n( I ,k )  1]  P [ n( I ,k )  1]  P [ n(Q,k )  1]
 P [ n(Q ,k )  1]  0.5 .

(5)

The term Pk represents the received signal power for

It is well known, if a value of detuning between the
AF and PF resonant frequencies is more than 4 
5f a , where f a is the signal bandwidth, the processes forming at the AF and PF outputs can be considered as independent and uncorrelated processes. In
practice, the coefficient of correlation is not more
than 0.05. In the case of a “no” signal in the input
process, the statistical parameters at the AF and PF
outputs will be the same, because the same noise is
coming in at the AF and PF inputs, and we may
think that the AF and PF do not change the statistical parameters of input process, since they are the linear GD front end systems. By this reason, the AF
can be considered as a reference sample source with
a priori information a “no” signal is obtained in the
additional reference noise forming at the AF output.

user k. The term  k  [0, Tb(k ) ] represents the bit delay
of user k relative to that of the receiver for user 0.
For k  [1, K ] , the parameters  k and  k are modelled
as independent and uniformly distributed random
variables. At k  0 , the code and phase synchronization (for coherent detection) are assumed such that
 0   0  0 . The received baseband chip pulse q(t )
is assumed to be a real, even symmetric pulse with
an energy of


| q

2

(t ) | dt  Tc

(6)



and with a time duration MTc . The bandwidth of the
pulse can be expressed as
1
,
W 
2Tc

There is a need to make some comments regarding
the noise forming at the PF and AF outputs. If
AWGN w(t ) comes in at the AF and PF inputs (the
GD linear system front end), the noise forming at
the AF and PF outputs is Gaussian, too, because the
AF and PF are the linear systems and, in a general
case, take the following form:

(7)

where  represents the excess bandwidth of the pulse. We consider pulses which either satisfy the Nyquist criterion for zero intersymbol interference (ISI)
or introduce ISI at a level negligible with respect to
that of MAI. Furthermore, the effect of ICI and ISI
is negligible to large processing gains [26].



n
(
t
)

 lPF
 hPF ( )wl (t   )d ;





n
(
t
)

 hAF ( )wl (t   )d ;
 l AF



2.2 GD functioning principles
For better understanding, we recall the main functioning principles of GD. The simple model of GD in
form of block diagram is represented in Fig.1. In
this model, we use the following notations: MSG is
the model signal generator (the local oscillator), the
AF is the additional filter (the linear system) and the
PF is the preliminary filter (the linear system). A detailed discussion of the AF and PF can be found in
[20] and [22].

If AWGN with zero mean and two-sided power spectral density 0.5N 0 is coming in at the AF and PF
inputs (the GD linear system front end), then the noise forming at the AF and PF outputs is Gaussian
with zero mean and variance given by [22]

 n2 

Consider briefly the main statements regarding the
AF and PF. There are two linear systems at the GD
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where in the case if AF (or PF) is the RLC oscillatory circuit, the AF (or PF) bandwidth  F and resona-

nce frequency ω0 are defined in the following manner

Figure 1. Principal flowchart of GD.

 F   ,  0 

1
LC

,

R
.
2L

Q  ( f ) matched to the received chip pulse shape

(10)

Q ( f ) and direct-sequence spread. The outputs of
two GD correlation channel branches are added and
mixed with the GD autocorrelation channel owing
to the GD compensation channel. The resulting process is passed to a summation device to generate the
bit decision statistic as

The main functioning condition of GD is an equality
over the whole range of parameters between the model signal forming at the GD MSG output for user l
and the expected signal forming at the GD input linear system (the PF) output. How we can satisfy this
condition in practice is discussed in detail in [20]
and [22]. More detailed discussion about a choice of
PF and AF and their amplitude-frequency responses
is given in [23] (see also http://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/journal/10512004 , click “Volume 8,
1998”, “Volume 8, Issue 3”, and “A new approach
to signal detection theory”).

     

(i 1) N 1
Z i(0 )     l( I ,0 )
 l iN

( Q , 0) 2
l

2
  K

2

(k )
    s (t )q (u ) du 

k 0





1





   nl2AF  nl2PF q 2 ( u )du 



2.3 Coherent GD
(0)

2

Eb(0 ) .

Let N  N , Eb 
Henceforth, N and Eb will
be used to denote, respectively, the spreading factor
and bit energy for user 0. The coherent GD for user
0 employed by QDS-CDMA wireless communication system is shown in Fig. 2. The received signal given by (1) is demodulated to form the I and Q baseband signals in the GD correlation channel.





2

 2

 . (11)


This is then fed to a hard decision device to produce
the bit decision
~
bi (0 )  sgn Z i(0 ) ,

where sgn() is the signum function.
The received signal in each branch of the GD correlation channel is passed through the receiver filter
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following section, the statistic Z 0(0 ) is rescaled and
expressed as

2.4 Bit decision statistic
Without loss of generality, the bit decision statistic
Z 0(0 ) for bit 0 of user 0, b0( 0 ) is considered. In anticipation of the characteristic function method of the

Figure 2. Coherent GD.

Z 0(0 )  b0(0 )  M  {nl2AF  nl2PF } ,

 X (a I , d Q ,k ) sin  k  X (aQ , d I ,k ) sin(  k )

(13)



 X (a Q , d Q,k ) cos  k ,

where
Z 0(0 )

Z 0(0 ) 

P0 NTc

.

(17)

where

(14)

N 1 

X (a 1 , d 2 ,k )  

  l( ,0) d n( ,k ) [(l  n)Tc  Tk ]
1

2

l 0 n  

The third term in (13) is the GD background noise
defined in [22] and can be approximated by Gaussian pdf with zero mean and variance equal to 4 n4 ,

(18)
and 1 , 2  {I , Q} and

Tk  mod{ k , Tc }

where  n2 is given by (9). The received energy per
bit for user 0 is defined in the following form:

Eb  P0 NTc .

is the chip delay of user k with a uniform distribution over Tk  [0, Tc ) . The function

(15)

 ( )  F

The contribution of the MAI takes the form:
K

M   Mk ;

Pk 1
X (a I , d I ,k ) cos  k
P0 2 N
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1

(Tc1 | Q( f ) | 2 )

(20)

is the inverse Fourier transform of Tc1 | Q ( f ) |2 . It is
the autocorrelation function of the chip pulse normalized by Tc . For example, given a Sqrt-RC pulse

(16)

k 1

Mk 

(19)



for q(t ),  ( ) is the raised cosine pulse scaled by Tc1 .
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(28)

3 MAI Analysis
This section derives an expression for the probability of error Per and presents an accurate approximation for the distribution of the MAI component M in
QDS-CDMA.

and 1 {I , Q} . To evaluate (24), (25) must be averaged across 2 N  2 N distinct sequences. Thus,
2 2 N K double integrations are required in general.
This is a daunting task for moderate to large values
of N. For example, if N  10 , roughly 106 K double
integrations are required. Thus, a more computationnally efficient expression is needed for M ( ) given
moderate to large N, i.e. N  10 .

3.1 Characteristic function of M
The exact characteristic function for QDS-CDMA
wireless communication system is derived according to the approach used in [16] and [27] for BCDMA. First, the conditional characteristic function

M |a I ,aQ ,T ,Θ ( )  E[e jM | a I , a Q , T, Θ]

3.2 Approximation for the distribution M T,Θ

(21)

The approach in deriving an approximation for the
distribution of M T,Θ follows that of [15] and [16].

is derived by substituting in M from (16) and (17).
The terms T and Θ are defined as

T  [T1 ,, TK ]

(22)

Θ  [1 ,, K ] ,

(23)

The approximation assumes large bit finite N where
  K / N is constant. Under these conditions, it can
be shown that

and

M



Q

22N

 M|a ,a
I

Q

( ) ,

(24)

2 N distinct sequences both for a I and a Q . Each {1}
sequence is of equal likelihood and of length N. The
characteristic function of M , conditioned on a I and
a Q , is given by the following equations

M |aI ,aQ ( )   M |aI ,aQ ( ) ;

(25)
Var ( X 0 ) 

2 Tc

  M |a ,a ,T ,
k

0 0

I

Q

k

k

( ) dTk d k ;

k , k

k

( )

 Var (M T )  Var (M ) ;

 M  N [0, NVar ( X 0 )] .



  cos  k A I cos  k  AQ sin  k 
N


n  M
N  M 1


  cos  k A I cos  k  AQ sin  k  ,
N


n  M









(33)

3.3 Approximation of M ( ) : ˆM ( )

where

An approximation for M ( ) : ˆM ( ) , following the
same steps outlined in [15], can be derived based on

1 Pk 1 N 1 ( 0,1 )
A   l
 [(l  n)Tc  Tk ]
2 P0
l 0
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(32)

That is the standard Gaussian approximation for large K and N if   0 .
(27)

k 

2 B (0) K 2
 k
N 2 k 1

and is independent of T as well. Hence,

(26)

M |a I ,aQ ,T

(31)

Second, if   0, Var ( X 0 ) reduces to

k

k 1

 
 .


(30)

Var (M T,Θ )  Var (M T ) .

K

N  M 1

1  

 i   2iT 
2

B
(
0
)

 k 
 2 B T  cos T k
k 1
i 1
 c  c


Two key observations follow. First, in contrast to
that for DS-BPSK in [16], the effect of interference
phase offsets disappear as Var ( X 0 ) in (30) is independent of Θ . Hence,

p 1 q 1

where M for p, q [1, 2 N ] represent, respectively, the

1
M |a I ,aQ ( ) 
k
2Tc

2
N2

K

2N 2N

1

(29)

Var ( X 0 )

and, finally, both a and a . Doing so yields

M ( ) 

 N [0, NVar ( X 0 )] ,

where

respectively. Next, the conditioning of each random
vector is removed step by step in the order of T, Θ
I

T,Θ
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(29) and the simple form of the characteristic function of a normal random variable. The approximation
can be expresses as

4.1 Standard Gaussian approximation
The standard Gaussian approximation models M as
a Gaussian random variable and approximates the
probability of error Per as

K

ˆM ( )  Mk ( ) ;

(34)

 2N 2 B (0) K P
0
PerSGA  Q 

 Pk
2
2
N
E
k 1 0

b

k 1
T

1 c
ˆMk ( )   ˆMk |Tk ( ) dTk ;
Tc 0



ˆMk |Tk ( )  exp  ( k ) B (0)


1  



i 1



(35)

Q ( x) 

 i   2iTk 
 cos
 c   Tc

 
  , (36)
 

 2 Pk
.
4 P0 N

(37)



PerCFexact 

}dy .

(43)

x

1 1
sin 
d ,
  M ( )n 2 n 2 ( )
AF
PF

2  0

where



  2iTk 
 cos
  Tc

n2

2
AF  nPF

 
  .
 

 

ˆMk ( )  exp   ( k ) B(0) I 0 2 ( k ) B(Tc1 )

(38)

 2 2 N 02 
( )  exp 

Eb2 


(45)

and M ( ) is given by (24). This expression is exact.
However, as pointed out earlier, the number of computations grows exponentially with N.



,

4.3 Characteristic function procedure
approximation

(39)
where

An approximation for the probability of error Per ,



 exp{x cos  }d

(40)

denoted as PerCF , can be obtained by replacing
M ( ) in (44) with ˆM ( ) . This yields an expression with significantly less complexity



is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of
zero order [28]. Second, if   0 , ˆMk ( ) reduces to



ˆMk ( )  exp   (k ) B (0)



.



PerCF 

(41)

1 1 ˆ
sin 
d , (46)
  M ( )n 2 n 2 ( )
AF
PF
2  0


where the complexity in ˆM ( ) is independent of N.
The results of this procedure are equivalent to those
obtained by the improved Gaussian approximation
described below.

4 Bit Error Probability Analysis
This section presents the standard Gaussian approximation, an exact probability of error Per expression
via the characteristic function procedure, its approximation, the improved Gaussian approximation, simplified improved Gaussian approximation, a discussion comparing the performance of QDS-CDMA to
that of B-CDMA and insights on the effect of DSBPSK spreading, DS-QPSK spreading and pulse
shaping on the accuracy of the standard Gaussian
approximation.
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2

(44)

Substituting (38) into (35) returns

1
I 0 ( x) 
2

 exp{0.5 y



ˆMk |Tk ( )  exp  ( k ) B (0)



2



According to the characteristic function procedure
[8], [15], [16], the probability of error Per can be expressed as

Two simplifications can be obtained for pulses with
small  . First, if   1,   0 and (36) reduces to


1
 exp  2 ( k ) B

 Tc

1

4.2 Characteristic function procedure

where

( k ) 

(42)

where



 exp  2( k ) B T


 ,


4.4 Improved Gaussian approximation
The improved Gaussian approximation can be expressed as the mean of the bit-error probability Per
conditioned on T and evaluated by random sampling across T [11]
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  E 2   


PerIGA  E Q  b 2   ,
2N
 
0
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If   0 , C2  0
(47)


where the conditional variance,   Var (M T ) can
K

1  

 i
 B(0)   2 B

i 1
 Tc

  2iTk 
 cos
  Tc

The simplified improved Gaussian approximation
for QDS-CDMA is derived based on the simplified
improved Gaussian approximation derived for BCDMA [17] and [18]. It approximates the probability of error PerIGA in (55) by applying the procedure of
expansion of differences as described in [14]. It can
be expressed as the sum of three weighted Q -functions


 .

(49)

A simplified expression is derived if   100% using
the approach of [19]. According to M T,Θ in (29),
(49) can be expressed as

k  C1  C 2U k ,
where

B (0) Pk
B(Tc1 ) Pk
C

and
C

;
 1
2
2 NP0
2 NP0


1
 U k  cos( 2Tk Tc ) .

(50)



 

(51)

 1  u2

,

   E[k ] 

(52)

k 1

Due to the earlier normalization of the bit statistic,
1  represents the SNR. It can be readily shown

(53)

that two moments E[k ] and E[ k2 ] for general pulses are, respectively,
E[k ] 

,

| z  C1 | C 2 .
E[ k2 ] 

(54)
Thus, the improved Gaussian approximation can be
expressed as

 E2   
PerIGA   Q  b 2  f  ( z ) dz .
 2N 0 
0
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(59)

k 1

where the pdf of k , a linear function of U k [29], takes the following form

 C 22  ( z  C1 ) 2

(58)

K

f  ( z )  f 1 ( z )  f 2 ( z )    f K ( z ) ,

f k ( z ) 

2N 02
;
Eb2

 2   E[k2 ]  E[ k ] 2 .

where | u | 1 [29]. If C2  0 , the pdf of  can be
expressed as the K  1 convolutions

1

(57)

where P ( x )  Q (1 x ) .The terms  and  represent,
respectively, the mean and standard deviation of the
variance of the interference including AWGN. Two
terms are defined as
K

1




2
1
P(  )  P   3
3
6
1
 P max 0,   3 ,
6

PerSIGA 

The k s are independent since the Tk s are independent. Since Tk [0, Tc ) is uniformly distributed, the
pdf of U k can be presented in the following form:
fU k (u ) 

(56)

k 1

4.5 Simplified improved Gaussian
approximation

where
Pk
2 NP0

 Pk

(48)

k 1

k 

K

and the improved Gaussian approximation reduces
to the standard Gaussian approximation given by
(42).

be expressed as
   k ,

B (0)
2 NP0

B(0) Pk
;
2 NP0

(60)

1  
2
Pk2 
2
|
B
(
0
)
|

2 B (iTc1 )  .


2 2
4 N P0 
i 1

(61)

In the case of ideal Nyquist pulse, simplifications
occur, i.e. B(0)  1, B(i Tc )  1, E[ k2 ]  E[k ] 2 ,

(55)

 2  0 . Thus, consistent with the earlier results for
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PerIGA , the simplified improved Gaussian approxima-

 B2   2 

tion expression reduces to PerSIGA  P( ) that is equivalent to PerSGA .

The probability of error Per performance of QDSCDMA is compared with that of B-CDMA. The comparison is made on their respective expressions for
the variance of the MAI component conditioned on
Θ and T and the probability of error PerSIGA at identical conditions. For convenience, the corresponding
B-CDMA expressions for the QDS-CDMA expression of  ,  ( B ) and PerSIGA , PerB are presented from
[17]. The variance of the conditional MAI component can be expressed as
K

(62)

k 1

for QDS-CDMA is shown to be less or equal to PerB ,
Per for B-CDMA, in regions of large SNR and near-

where
k( B ) 

Pk cos 2  k
NP0

1  

 i
  B (0)   2 B

i 1
 Tc

ly identical to PerB in regions of small SNR and  B2
 SNR . We can introduce the following difference

  2iTk 
 cos
  Tc

 
 
 

(63)

Per  PerB  PerSIGA

1
{P[  3 ]  P[  3 ]
6
 P[   3 ]  P[   3 ]} .



such that
k( B )  2k cos 2  k .

(64)

   8N3PP

such that

2

2
k
2 2
0

1  
2

2
|
B
(
0
)
|


 2 B(iTc1 ) 
i 1


(65)

   1.5E[ ] .

E k( B )

2

2
k

(66)

The means of the two MAI components over Θ and
T are equal:
E[  ]  E[ ( B ) ]   .

PerB .

4.6 DS-CDMA versus DS-QPSK spreading.
Pulse shaping effect on standard Gaussian approximation accuracy

(67)

However, the variance of  ( B ) ,  B2 is greater than
that of  and
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(69)

The function given by (58) is a monotonically increasing function of x for x  0 as it represents the area
in the tail end of the standard Gaussian pdf over the
interval [1 x , ) .In regions of large  , small SNR,
and    B , P(x) is a slowly increasing function of
x for large x. This implies that the four P () functions in (69) are approximately equal and that Per 
0 . On other hand, in regions of small  , i.e., high
SNR, P(x) is an exponentially increasing function
with x for small x  1 . This implies that the first
P () function in (69) dominates the sum and that
Per  0 . Thus, in regions where  is small, Per 

The corresponding simplified improved Gaussian
approximation expression for B-CDMA [17], the
probability of error PerB is identical to that for QDSCDMA in (57), (58)–(61) except that (62) is replaced with
E k( B )

(68)

The larger variation in the conditional MAI component variance (or power) for B-CDMA is not unexpected since the power level of the k-th interferer in
B-CDMA is scaled by a cos 2  k factor while that in
QDS-CDMA remains constant irrespective of  k .
The larger variance of the conditional MAI component in B-CDMA follows intuitively and was previously hinted at in [1]. For example, in a two user
scenario of B-CDMA, the signal of an interferer and
the conditional MAI component, in the best case, disappears if out-of-phase relative to other desired
user at 1  { / 2, 3 / 2} . In the worse case, it appears at its maximum power level if it is in phase at
1  {0,  } . In contrast, in QDS-CDMA, the variance of the conditional MAI component with respect
to phase is constant. The probability of bit-error Per

4.6 QDS-CDMA and B-CDMA comparison

 ( B )   k( B ) ,

1 K
 E[k2 ]  0 .
2 k 1

The effect of DS-BPSK spreading, DS-QPSK spreading and pulse shaping on the accuracy of the stand-
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ard Gaussian approximation is discussed. The inaccuracy of the standard Gaussian approximation for
B-CDMA can be explained intuitively based on the
dependence of the conditional MAI variance on interferer phase offset. Implicit in the standard Gaussian approximation is the assumption that the MAI, like AWGN, is circularly symmetric and not depend
on the phase off-sets [2]. In B-CDMA, the effect of
phase offsets on the conditional MAI variance implies that the MAI process is not circularly symmetric
under DS-BPSK spreading. Indeed, this was observed previously in [30] as well as in [11].

shaping on the wide-sense cyclostationarity of the
MAI process conditioned on the interferer chip delays [31]. A wide-sense cyclostationary process
X (t ) with a period of T is a process whose autocorrelation function is periodic with T such that [31]–
[33]

E [ X (t  T ) X (u  T )]  E [ X (t ) X (u )] . (70)
Implicit in the standard Gaussian approximation is
the assumption that the conditional MAI, like
AWGN, is wide-sense stationary (WSS). However,
given   0 , the conditional MAI process is widesense cyclostationary (WSCS) with a period of Tc
under aperiodic spreading [31]. The level of cyclostationarity is intimately related to the excess bandwidth  while in contrast, as   0 , the cyclostationarity disappears and the WSCS process reduces to
a WSS process. This observation explains the larger
deviation of the standard Gaussian approximation
for time-limited pulses, like the rectangular pulse,
with large  and its smaller deviation for band-limited pulse shapes.

Pulse shaping and, more specifically, the excess bandwidth  of the pulse shape also play an important
role on the accuracy of the standard Gaussian approximation. It is well-known that the standard Gaussian approximation can be fairly inaccurate for timelimited pulses like the rectangular pulse [3], [5]–[8],
[14]. In contrast, as was shown in Section 3, the improved Gaussian approximation in QDS-CDMA is
reduced to the standard Gaussian approximation if
  0 indicating a greater accuracy of the standard
Gaussian approximation for QDS-CDMA. This phenomenon can be explained by the effect of pulse

Figure 3. Per versus K in QDS-CDMA. PerIGA , PerSIGA , PerSGA are
matched and indistinguishable,   22% .
with respect to the improved Gaussian approximation for performance analysis in QDS-CDMA. All the
examples consider systems under uniform power co-

5 Simulation Results
Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the
accuracy of the standard Gaussian approximation

E-ISSN: 2224-2864
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nditions and MAI-limited conditions where the effect of AWGN is neglected by setting N 0  0 . Estimates of the bit-error probability Per based on Monte
Carlo simulations are also presented. These results

denoted by PerMonte Carlo requires of 100-1000 times the
inverse of the estimated Per . Figure 3 plots the bit-error probability Per for QDS-CDMA systems employing the GD with Sqrt-RC   22% pulse where

Figure 4. Per versus K in QDS-CDMA. PerIGA , PerSIGA , PerSGA are
very close to each other,   100% .
where the number of users is small and the bit-error
probability Per is much less unit. On the other hand,
in regions of large numbers of users and the high biterror probability Per , i.e. Per  10 4 , the two systems
return indistinguishable the bit-error probability Per
performance. Again, we observe a superiority of GD
employment in CDMA systems in comparison with
the Neyman-Pearson receiver.

N  {64,128} . It shows that PerIGA , PerSIGA , PerSGA , and
PerMonte Carlo are essentially identical. For example,
with N  128 , the four estimates return Per  6.3 

10 5 at K  20 .Also, comparison with QDS-CDMA
system employing the Neyman-Pearson receiver is
presented. Comparative analysis demonstrates a superiority in favour of the GD.
Figure 4 plots the bit-error probability Per versus K
for the Sqrt-RC   100% pulse with N  {64,128}
and compares QDS-CDMA against B-CDMA. Again, it shows that PerIGA , PerSIGA , PerSGA , and PerMonte Carlo are
essentially identical and that the standard Gaussian
approximation is still a very good approximation for
based on GD with  as large as 100%. It also shows
that as  increases, the probability of bit-error Per performance improves as would be expected. Figure 4
also shows that QDS-CDMA returns slightly superior the probability of bit-error Per performance and
capacity compared to that of B-CDMA in regions

E-ISSN: 2224-2864

6 Conclusions
The bit-error probability Per performance of QDSCDMA was investigated. The exact bit-error probability Per expression using the characteristic function
procedure and several approximations, namely, the
characteristic function procedure with an approximate characteristic function, the improved Gaussian
approximation and the simplified improved Gaussian approximation were derived. Under conditions
typically satisfied in practice, the MAI component
of the GD statistic and the GD bit-error probability
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